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Dear Friend,

Laughter is contagious.
In Inupiaq culture, where humor
is a foundational value, fun has deep
meaning. Good jokes can keep
darkness at bay and mend frayed
relationships. It breaks apart tension
and creates unity.
On a deeper level, joy is a sign
of a heart free of bitterness and
resentment. When we approach our
neighbors with a smile and bit of
humor, doors to trust and healing
open. Spreading joy can be a holy
task.
Thank you for creating a source
for fun in Western Alaska!

“Faith has to do with
things that are not seen
and hope with things
that are not at hand.“
—Thomas Aquinas

“We pray for Christians
facing new bioethical
challenges; may they
continue to defend the
dignity of all human life
with prayer and action..”
- Pope Francis’ prayer
intention for March 2021

Morning Show hosts Miriam and John providing breakfast
entertainment for listeners.

Morning Show Entertains and Uplifts Breakfast Listeners

Over the last year, the mission has devoted two volunteer
fellows to co-host the Morning Show. After learning that the
Morning Show is a fan favorite in last year’s listener survey,
hosts Miriam and Sean have made it their mission to share a
steady mix of information and entertainment while listeners
enjoy their morning coffee.
“In one show I really enjoyed, I invited people to imagine
the world if just one thing was different: ‘What if whales were
land animals?’, or, ‘What if snow wasn’t white, but some other
bright color?’,” Miriam says.
“I am not a morning person, but being responsible for
waking Western Alaska up with cheerful content has helped
me approach my own mornings with more cheer. Nearly
every morning show has left me feeling happier and has given
my day a brighter tinge,” she says.
After Miriam’s co-host Sean slipped on the ice and needed
surgery, a former employee stepped up. John, who normally
works as a substitute teacher at a Catholic school, flew to
Nome and cover shifts while Sean recovers from his injuries.
John has taken to broadcasting like a bird to the air.
Every morning, the duo entertain listeners with current
events in Alaska and the world, alongside a mix of music,
news, trivia games, and local announcements.

KNOM: Faith, Inspiration, News, and Information for Western Alaska

...And We’re Off to the Races

As national attention has been turned to Olympic
achievements and football sports fans in Alaska listen
for the sounds of excited dogs, machines, and racers.
For decades, KNOM’s flagship race updates has
offered a front row seat, for fans to keep close tabs
on their favorite human and canine athletes. After two
years of races canceled and strict isolation precautions
to keep the villages safe, the 2022 race season is a
happy taste of “normal” for many listeners.
This year’s events started with live daily updates
from a race close to home. In the Kuskokwim 300,
dogs run on the ice-covered Kuskokwim river from
“Bethel to Aniak and back”. This year, Bethel musher
Pete Kaiser brought home his sixth title. At the mid-way
point, race drama captivated listeners as a windstorm
made one team of disoriented dogs turn around.
Longtime listeners may have recognized a familiar
voice on the air, as Dr. Paul Korchin, former news
director and current KNOM board member, called
in live from his home in Aniak. His entertaining
updates added hometown flare to the latest race
developments.
A week later, the station partnered with KUAC in
Fairbanks to cover the Yukon Quest. The famously
difficult race crosses several mountain passes, with little
race support. The route, from Fairbanks to Whitehorse,
Canada, was historically used for mail delivery and
travel during the Klondike gold rush.
Some races are dog-powered, others rely on
horsepower. As Nome’s sea ice marks the halfway
point for the Iron Dog snowmachine race, KNOMers
get to practice live reporting as racers zoom into the
checkpoint at lightning speeds. Later, reporters provide
in-depth analysis of tactics while racers wrench their
rigs in the local shop. This year’s route, from Big Lake to
Nome and back with a loop north through Kotzebue,
has a total mileage of 2,465 miles in seven days. Later
in the spring, it’s Norton Sound racers’ turn, with a
quick snowmachine race from Nome to Golovin and
back.
Speaking of the Iditarod, 2022 marks the golden
anniversary for the famous race. The changing
pandemic guidance and, likely, fewer stops in the small
villages along the way, is expected to shake things up
for mushers and dogs - and the reporters who follow
their trail.

“Joy is the infallible proof of
the presence of God.“
- Madeleine L’Engle

Fifty years of Iditarod: Above, a KNOMer
stands by the ‘spotter’, the station vehicle
used to sight incoming dog teams as they
push through the last checkpoint before the
finish line in Nome.
The equipment on the road is headed on a
snowmachine trip to the roadhouse at Safety.
In KNOM’s earlier days, remote broadcasts
would catch mushers as they approach the
finish line in Nome.
Below, a volunteer holds the Marti
transmitter unit for remote broadcast of a
live Iditarod finish. Note the KNOM logo in
sealskin on the protective case.
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Funding for Nome Deep
Draft Port Secured

In a recent late-afternoon phone call to
KNOM, Senator Lisa Murkowski had big news
to share about Nome’s future. The city’s
long-discussed Deep Draft Port will receive a
quarter billion dollars for construction.
The project has been a long time coming,
Senator Murkowski said. With diminishing
Arctic sea ice, proponents of the port feel the
increased access to tourism, potential military
activity, and year-round shipping infrastructure
will be an economic boost for the region. The
closest deep draft port to Nome is currently in
Dutch Harbor, 740 air miles away.
Nome’s port is not the only project
benefiting from the infrastructure bill. For
example, Senator Dan Sullivan announced the
subsistence harbor project in Elim will receive
$3,335,000 from the bill.
“What it now means is that with money

Joy Baker, Nome port director, explains a rendering of
the new deep draft port at a public meeting last fall.

that is coming, now the real work begins,”
Murkowski stated. “This news about the port
expansion is incredibly great, but we also know
we’re going to have other projects coming our way,
whether it’s the build out of broadband capacity,
water and wastewater… We’re going to be busy in
Alaska,” the Senator told listeners.

Tree-mendous recycling: The world-famous
Nome National Forest has returned. Trees are unable
to grow on the windswept permafrost of the Seward
Peninsula, Nomeites must have their Christmas trees
shipped each year. After the holidays, the trees receive
a second lease on life and are “planted” in the sea ice, a
short walking distance from shore.
The seasonal Nome National Forest becomes a hub
of community activity throughout the winter, hosting
time-honored events as the Bering Sea Ice Golf Classic.
The happy denizens of Nome National Forest include
deer, wolves, a dolphin, a mama bear with cubs, a fox,
a polar bear drinking a Coke, a penguin, and even a
mermaid!
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The graph above shows KNOM’s income before and after moving the business office to Anchorage in 2017.

Five Years In, Mission’s
Remote Business Office
Thrives

March 2022 marks the five-year anniversary of
KNOM’s business and fundraising office changing
its physical location to Anchorage.
The choice to “split the KNOM family” is a
momentous point in the station’s history and
was not made lightly at the time. In the three
years prior to the move, donations were steadily
declining at an average of 6.2% per year. That
was immediately reversed when the office
moved. Five years in, the mission’s cash flow
and business health have stabilized and gained
more momentum than at any previous point in its
50-year-history. The last five years have brought
a steady annual gain of 2.8%.
The main reason for success is ease of postal
access. Mailed donations can arrive in Anchorage
weeks before reaching Nome.

Additionally, the ability to ship equipment and
discounted supplies from the “big city” has saved
resources. Relationships made with organizations
outside of Nome, such as college programs and
Catholic schools, has also recruited staff and
helpers for the radio ministry in Nome.
The most unexpected benefit of KNOM’s
dual sites came to light during the pandemic.
Immediately after covering the Iditarod race in
2020, one of the most intense work weeks of the
year, staff needed to work from home. Because
KNOM already had two sites, the transition to offsite work required minimal adjustment.
This year, thanks to generous support from
around the country, the office will expand to
include a studio and workspace for traveling
reporters.
While it was not an easy choice to move the
office, it has become a considerable support for
the mission.

Fun in the Sun:
The sun sets over
the shorefast sea ice,
where some mounds
are twice the height
of KNOMers (left).
Also, a group of
muskox are seen
playing on the ice
(right). (Photo by
Isabel MacCay, used
with permission.)

Please consider KNOM in your estate planning.

